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ABSTRACT

This article will discuss whether legislation is necessarily effective in terms of changing individual and group behaviours. The central argument is that, although legislation that prohibits specific conduct is likely to impact upon behaviour, permissive legislation will not alter behaviour unless that which is enabled is also facilitated within society. The particular focus of this article will be to argue that the legislation pertaining to the use of the Welsh language in Wales, despite having expanded the domains of language use in an important way, has not shifted the cycle of language non-use that may be identified.
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1. Introduction

This article will discuss whether legislation is necessarily entirely effective in terms of changing individual behaviour. The central argument is that, although legislation that
prohibits specific conduct is likely to affect behaviour, permissive legislation, i.e. legislation that allows particular conduct, might not alter behaviour unless practical steps are taken in order to transform entrenched habits. In essence, there is a paradigm in operation that permissive legislation does not shift effectively. The particular focus of this article will be to argue that the Welsh language legislation, despite having expanded the domains of language use\(^2\) in an important way, has not shifted the cycle of language non-use that may be identified. However, the argument posited is equally applicable to other rights-conferring legislation, in particular sex and race discrimination, where equal treatment requirements have not necessarily addressed the underlying causes of inequality.\(^3\) Part I of this article presents a case study, exploring the impact legislation has had on the use of the Welsh language. Part II explains the advantages and the disadvantages of what may be achieved by legislation.

2. The Context

After a long period of active suppression by the State,\(^4\) two indirect consequences of the Second World War led to the re-emergence of the Welsh language in the spheres of education

\(^2\) G. Schmidt-Rohr, *Die Sprache als Bildnerin der Volker.* (Eugene Diedrichs Verlag, Leipzig, 1932).


and law. The evacuation of schoolchildren from England to Wales meant that English became the schools’ lingua franca, and as a reaction to this, the first Welsh-medium school was established.\(^5\) Since then, a number of Welsh-medium schools have been established, Welsh became a compulsory subject for all schoolchildren\(^6\) and more recently, there has also been a significant increase in Welsh-medium provision in further and higher education.

Secondly, prisoners of war tried before the allied courts in the United Kingdom were permitted to speak their own language, and thus, the fact that Welsh-speakers were not permitted to speak Welsh in courts in Wales came to be viewed as unjustifiable.\(^7\) This led to the enactment of the Welsh Courts Act 1942\(^8\) which allowed any person who considered that he would be disadvantaged by speaking English, to address the court in Welsh. Subsequent legislation\(^9\) established an unqualified right to speak Welsh in legal proceedings and also required public bodies, including those involved in the administration of justice to prepare schemes detailing the actions they would undertake in order to fulfill this obligation.\(^10\)

In 2011, the Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011\(^11\) was the first statute enacted by the National Assembly for Wales under the powers conferred by the Government of Wales.

---

\(^6\) The Education (National Curriculum) ( Exceptions in Welsh at Key Stage 4) Regulations 1994 SI 1270.
\(^8\) (1942 5 and 6 Geo 6 Ch. 40)
\(^9\) The Welsh Language Act 1993(1993 c.38)
\(^10\) The Welsh Language Act 1993 s5.
\(^11\) (2011 NAWM 1).
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Act 2006. The Measure confers official status on the Welsh language (s.1), but the standard of bilingual service to be provided by public and private organizations (again including those involved in the administration of justice) is to be set out by the Welsh ministers (s.26).

In principle, the situation of the Welsh language should have been improved in a significant way. According to Fishman’s original principles for language revitalisation, the introduction of high prestige domains for a minority language should encourage use and inter-generational transfer. Usage in higher education and government is the top tier in Fishman’s Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale (GIDS) model and indicates that reversing language shift has “by and large succeeded in recreating a natural self-priming mechanism for the reproduction of the language community.”

Yet, the decline in the number of speakers has not been reversed. Despite the fact that all children are taught Welsh up to the age of sixteen, this does not translate as extensively into usage outside the school environment. In essence, there is one reason for this – in

12 (2006 c.32).
Bourdieu’s terms, Welsh is perceived to have less cultural capital than English, a perception that is then borne out by the fact that the language may be used in a less flexible range of circumstances – speaking a language requires that others are able to understand that language. By definition a minority language is one that only a minority of people within a geographical space understands. This means that the language is perceived as being less marketable as a social tool for obtaining the desired goal, and is caused in part by the entrenchment of language non-use. The more a language is used, the more usable it becomes. Welsh may have regional status according to Lewis and Simons EGIDS scale, but it has less prestige and breadth of usage categories than a language that has national or international status.

Despite there being an apparent equality of opportunity to speak and use Welsh on an equal basis with English, entrenched habits on the part of speakers and behaviours on the part of service providers cause English to be maintained as being the more accessible and advantageous language to use – just as apparently equal opportunities policies in employment are more readily accessed by non-disadvantaged groups.

In the employment context for example, the concentration of women in part time work (where there are fewer opportunities for training and advancement), work in the public sector rather than the private sector, and every day practices within employment

that hinder women’s mobility means that men are likely to be in more highly paid and highly esteemed roles.\textsuperscript{20} Examples of the latter might include situations where women are criticised much more heavily for failing to provide support and feedback (seen as more feminine roles), whereas men are more likely to be able to eschew such responsibilities without sanction, and are thus entitled to focus on more highly esteemed activities within the organisation.

Modood\textsuperscript{21} provides a further example of this with reference to Pakistani and Bangladeshi women. Despite employment laws that prevent sex and race discrimination, the fact that the culture places a great store on motherhood means that childcare responsibilities often puts them outside the employment market or disadvantaged because their commitment as parents means that they cannot participate as effectively in a late hours culture or tasks – often those that deliver significant rewards in terms of praise and career advancement – that involve travelling or absence from home.

If legislation and educational policies are to succeed, they need to address, and alter, existing patterns of behaviour and to challenge institutional attitudes and practices that perpetuate cycles of non-use. That which follows is an explanation of how a cycle of linguistic non-use has emerged in Wales, and how it operates in the administration of justice and the operation of legal education. It will then be possible to evaluate the extent to which the legislation has succeeded in altering this pattern.
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3. Part 1: The linguistic Cycle

3.1 The critical mass

Two key factors have been identified as causing language non-use – a reduction in the critical mass of speakers,\textsuperscript{22} and the alienating effect of linguistic formalisation.\textsuperscript{23} A reduction in the critical mass of speakers prevents the language from being spoken in an unmarked way - unmarked meaning the absence of strategic decision-making regarding which language to use.\textsuperscript{24} Monolinguals speak only one language because they are able to navigate their environment solely through the medium of that language and they do so because there is a critical mass of people who also speak the same language.

Bilinguals however are bilingual because there are situations in their lives where it is necessary to speak in language A and situations where it is necessary to speak in language B. Where one of those languages is a minoritised language, by commencing a conversation in one language, the speaker risks not being able to access the service because the listener does not understand that language - the listener does not ‘hear’ the speaker in the sense that the

\textsuperscript{22} M. McIntyre. \textit{The Revival of Scottish Gaelic Through Education.} (Cambria Press, Amherst, 2009).


words spoken by the speaker are meaningless to the listener. The language choice is marked – the speaker must choose either to take the risk of speaking the minority language, and consequently of not being understood and being asked to repeat the information, or to use the language that the listener is certain to understand. Language then becomes a choice – the speaker can switch to using the language of the listener, or can wait until a fellow speaker becomes available.25

Such decision-making is also encountered by other marginal groups – essentially the question is does one assimilate or maintain one’s difference? Women report having to adopt the long hours culture of their counterparts in order not to be left behind in employment terms.26 Research has also indicated that people with ‘white’ sounding names (Emily, Greg) are more likely to be called for interview than people with ‘black’ or ‘Asian’ sounding names (Lakisha, Jamal).27 Like the bilingual person, the non-white person has to choose whether to be proud of his or her identity while realising that it may disadvantage them in employment terms and perpetuating stereotypes, or to assume a more ‘acceptable’ identity by changing their name and appearance. As with language, the choice is marked – it is made not from personal preference but on a strategic navigation of how to gain favour and advantage.

25 Bourdieu, supra note xvii.
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3.2 The language shift

Over time, this type of marked linguistic choice is likely to lead to what Fishman terms ‘language shift’ – a situation where most speakers of a minority language switch to using the dominant language because the objective of communication is more likely to be attained. Gradually, language shift becomes entrenched and speakers become accustomed to using the dominant language. They then lose fluency in the minority language and do not perceive there to be a significant incentive for inter-generational transfer. This further reduces the critical mass of speakers. The equivalent in relation to the other equalities is that a male-dominated and sexist environment deters women from entering or remaining in that workplace, and therefore reduces the critical mass of people who may challenge and oppose unacceptable behaviours.

3.3 Language revitalisation

30 Ferguson *supra* note xviii.
A reduction in the number of speakers is often a significant concern for the minority language group, and leads to attempts at language revitalisation usually either in the form of status planning (i.e. elevating the status of the language in particular contexts) or corpus planning (developing contemporary terminology which will facilitate usage in new contexts – science, administration, literature, computing).

Language revitalisation measures often formalize the language however by bringing it into the domain of the individual’s interaction with the state. In doing so, it also emphasises that there is a correct way to speak and write and an incorrect way – the correct way being the way that results in good results in formal assessments, and engaging appropriately with representatives of the state and the legal system. This leads to insecurity among those whose use of language is perceived to be incorrect – they fear not being able to use the language with reference to the appropriate formal terms and structures, and therefore fail to navigate the social environment successfully. This linguistic insecurity, coupled with the reduction in the opportunities to make unmarked linguistic choices in informal situations means that there is then reluctance to use the minority language in formal contexts. The equivalent in other equality areas is to introduce measures to develop the participation of excluded groups in

---

33 S. Wright *Language Policy and Language Planning*. (Palgrave Macmillan; Basingstoke, 2004).
37 Fishman, *supra* note xxviii.
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high level situations (executive boardrooms) without changing the working culture that deters people from entering the profession in the workplace. Put simply, if men are given more positive coverage in a profession such as politics, whereas women are denigrated, women will not enter politics, and cannot therefore become political leaders.

3.4 Linguistic insecurity

Language revitalisation measures that focus solely on formal domains often inhibit, rather than encourage the use of the minority language, both by ignoring the lower-prestige domains\(^\text{38}\) (where intergenerational transfer and unmarked usage is likely to occur) and by fostering linguistic insecurity (unmarked usage is low prestige and therefore not good enough for formal situations). Despite the availability of educational and service provision in a minority language, the take-up rates for higher education and court proceedings in Welsh are lower than in the population at large. In a report by the Welsh Assembly Government (as it was then known) in 2010 for example, 21% of schoolchildren aged 6-7 are assessed through the medium of Welsh as first-language speakers. By the time they are in the post-16 sector, only 10% are assessed in Welsh, and only 7% of students living in Wales receive any of their higher level education through the medium of Welsh. Furthermore Davies and

Trystan\textsuperscript{39} refer to prejudices hindering students’ decision to study in Welsh – the quality of the education received was not doubted, but the student had been advised to study in English because future employers could look unfavourably at a candidate who had chosen to study in Welsh.

There is often reluctance among a number of students to study in Welsh, who express concerns that studying through the medium of Welsh may be disadvantageous if future employment is sought outside Wales;\textsuperscript{40} or that they will not acquire professional level competence in English.\textsuperscript{41} All of these points to what Newheiser et al\textsuperscript{42} term outgroup bias, whereby the behaviour of another group is seen to be more prestigious than one’s own behaviour.

Comparable, but not exact equivalences of this phenomenon is encountered in relation to other inequalities – perhaps most specifically in relation to gender where the undermining of a woman’s ability to undertake certain kinds of task (science and technology subjects being good examples) either results in women not choosing to enter into those disciplines, or


\textsuperscript{40} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{41} G. Williams. ‘Legal Education in Welsh’ \textit{The Law Teacher} (2005) 39(3) p. 259.

leaving because they do not feel that the work they do is being taken sufficiently seriously. This creates a cycle – because it is not an environment where women feel welcome or appreciated, where their abilities are overlooked and undermined, women choose not to remain in those working environments, and the environment thus becomes one where the male-only culture is perpetuated.

3.5 Lack of fluency

In the context of languages, the lack of demand for provision means that service providers within those domains do not then develop the required level of fluency in using the language in a professional context. In education, this is manifested by the fact that academic research is evaluated according to its international relevance and impact – an approach that makes research published through the medium of English more valuable in terms of career progression. This means that academics are discouraged from using Welsh

---

as a language for disseminating research, and inhibits the development of the commentaries and resources that facilitate the use of Welsh by students.

Similarly, low take up means that those working within the administration of justice do not develop professional level fluency. Bilingual provision also suffers from the critical mass problem within the institution – two individuals may interact through the medium of Welsh, but the institution requires provision in English. Therefore, a report may be completed in Welsh, but it must be rendered into English for evaluation by the institution.

This then leads to reluctance to make that active offer of a bilingual service that facilitates increased usage by speakers, creating the perception that using a minority language in high prestige domains is not the norm, and that it is inaccessible. This in turn causes a linguistic cycle within the legal system. If, for example, law students do not develop professional-level fluency, then they cannot then alter the cyclical patterns of language non-use in other domains, such as in the linguistic behaviours of the legal system. Accordingly,

---
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despite the creation of new linguistic domains, entrenched linguistic behaviour remains unaltered.\(^{51}\) in much the same way as social regimes that purport to offer equal opportunities make it more difficult for a person of a specific ethnicity, gender or religious belief to access and participate in effectively.

Such cycles are also seen in relation to other patterns of inequality. The lack of women in fields such as computing means that women are reluctant to enter those fields because they will be the subject of harassment and sexist viewpoints.\(^{52}\) Similarly, the disproportionate stop and searching of black people by the police leads to higher levels of prosecutions. This is then used as a justification for targetting black people in stop and search operations.\(^{53}\)

3.6 The impact of legislation

Although permissive legislation introduces a number of new domains for minority language use by creating rights to use a specific language in a new context, legislation does not always succeed in changing linguistic behaviours and attitudes. Language legislation can be very successful in reintroducing a language into a domain from which it has been banned – and the
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right to use Welsh in a courtroom setting as provided in the Welsh Courts Act 1942, and, in particular, the Welsh Language Act 1967 are good examples of such initiatives.

However, there is a reluctance to impose behaviour changing legislation on a majority, unless that change in behaviour is endorsed by the majority. Therefore anti-smoking legislation has been enacted because social attitudes towards smoking in public and smoking around children were already in opposition. Despite 45 years of equal pay legislation however, there is still a gap between men and women’s pay for equal work because although employers may endorse the ideal of equal pay, they also wish to maximise profits. Changing behaviour of a majority for the benefit of a minority is less likely to succeed. Therefore, despite calls for more extensive minority language rights from speakers in the form of new legislation, the likelihood is that language legislation will focus for the most part on allowing speakers to converse with each other in the minority language, but not compelling majority language speakers to acquire fluency. Accordingly, once an equal treatment policy has been implemented, as is the case in Wales under the Welsh Language

54 1942 5 and 6 Geo 6 Ch. 40.
55 1967 c.66.
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Act 1993 and the Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011 it is necessary to break the cycle of linguistic non-use within the framework of the existing legislation.

Much may be achieved here. For example, the Gaelic Language Act 2005\(^9\) provides comparatively little by way of substantive language protection. However, the Act permits a broad range of activity. ‘Securing the status of the Gaelic language as an official language of Scotland commanding equal respect to the English language’ provides considerable opportunities and there is scope within the National Language Plan contained in section 2 to implement a number of wide-ranging strategies for promoting Gaelic culture and education, and the understanding and use of the Gaelic language. Even within a relatively limited Act such as this, if the objectives of the Act are exercised to their fullest extent, there is a great deal that may be achieved. The Welsh Language (Wales) Measure delivers still more by giving Welsh official status in Wales (s1) and creating the role of the Welsh Language Commissioner whose function is to promote and facilitate a regime whereby the Welsh language is treated no less favourably than English (s4), and by requiring the Welsh Ministers to create standards for the delivery of bilingual services by different organisations (s26).

However, in a domain that has for a long time normalised another language, it becomes very difficult to change people’s expectations regarding the linguistic norms and

\(^9\) 2005 asp 7.
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their perceptions regarding high prestige languages.\textsuperscript{60} Accordingly, it is necessary not only to introduce new domains, but also to ensure that those domains operate in ways that facilitate unmarked language choices. This requires changing the behaviour of both the minority language-speakers, and the monolingual majority language speakers, as Krieger explains with reference to race discrimination, where, in many cases the dominant group is simply unaware of the fact that they are operating in a manner that is prejudicial to the minority group.\textsuperscript{61}

The difficulty is that a language rights model does not change the majority group’s behaviour – there is no advantage to the majority group in adopting a minority language because they are able to navigate their lives successfully in the dominant language and no disadvantage in the form of a sanction on the individual for non-compliance. An analogy may be seen in the form of disability discrimination legislation, where the dominant group does not perceive a benefit from changing their behaviour because their participation is not restricted. Physical alterations to buildings are therefore more readily facilitated than systemic changes to workforce behaviour that would create a more inclusive environment for a person with a disability. For example, a report by Disability Rights UK\textsuperscript{62} on creating inclusive communities reports for example that dividing students into smaller groups to work


on tasks can be more inclusive for a disabled student than a chalk and talk lesson, but an educator may argue that this is difficult to facilitate in situations where some students feel that they are being pulled down by less motivated students, and may also feel that this is difficult to manage in a large class, when some groups may feel that they are being overlooked when the teacher is working with another group.\textsuperscript{63} The educator therefore justifies not changing the classroom style.

By the same principle, permissive planning for language revitalisation is likely to operate within a framework that depends on existing speakers (where they exist) and on the extensive use of translation (in itself a form of physical assistance) rather than a change of behaviour within the institution in ways that will facilitate unmarked language choices.

That which requires further consideration is how linguistic behaviour may be changed within the existing legislative frameworks, thus normalising minority language use alongside the dominant language. In order to demonstrate how this may be achieved, the next section will consider how the existing linguistic cycle identified in relation to Wales may be altered within the existing legislative framework.

4. **Part 2: Altering The Language Paradigm**

Although it may be argued that linguistic dominance relies on individual choice, and that the market will determine the status of a language, it is recognized choice is restricted in a situation where one language is dominant. This requires altering the existing language
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paradigm in order to facilitate choice. What this article proposes is to identify four key weaknesses in the current approach to linguistic planning, and thereafter to identify how current paradigms of linguistic non-use may be altered.

4.1 Weakness 1: Planning for language use in informal situations

Language planning research\(^ {64}\) has identified a significant dichotomy in language planning strategies. A top down approach emanating from legislation creates an agenda for changing behaviour, by legitimising the importance of equality policies. Accordingly, just as the Sex Discrimination Act 1975\(^ {65}\), the Race Relations Act 1976\(^ {66}\) and the Disability Discrimination Act 1995\(^ {67}\) caused organisations to consider how their policies were discriminatory, the Welsh Language Act 1993 provided the catalyst for many organisations to think for the first time about what services could be offered bilingually, and how that could be achieved. Organisations that had hitherto presented an exclusively English language public face began to introduce bilingual signage and to provide bilingual greetings in response to telephone calls and to provide bilingual announcements in public spaces. However, top-down policies

---


\(^ {65}\) 1975 c.65.

\(^ {66}\) 1976 c.74.

\(^ {67}\) 1995 c.50.
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have limitations because they exclude less formal registers, and develop linguistic domains on the state’s terms.

On the other hand, a bottom-up approach perpetuates the situation where the dominant language is the most accessible, because this is what requires the least effort. Phillipson\textsuperscript{68} demonstrates the impact of market forces on language use within the European Union. He argues that although the European Union has 24 official languages, English has become the de facto lingua franca because English is the commonest second language. Accordingly, state representatives who speak English fluently find it quicker to communicate in English as opposed to using their first language and relying on a network of interpreters. The bottom up approach will favour the most direct path to accessing services, and in a situation where one language is dominant, the easiest route will be to use the dominant language.

However, the advantage of a bottom up approach is that it ensures that the linguistic behaviours are more organic – people feel a greater sense of ownership of the language and the way in which it is used. O’Rourke and Castillo\textsuperscript{69} refer for example to the way in which the health system has developed multilingual resources at a grassroots level, responding on a hospital by hospital response to what patients and visitors, as well as healthcare professionals require in order to facilitate communication between them and to ensure that people (particularly the very young and the elderly who are more likely to require healthcare


\textsuperscript{69} B. O Rourke, and P. Castillo, P. \textit{Supra} note lxiv.
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services, but who are also less likely to be as fluent in two languages as adults) are able to access healthcare services in their preferred language.

That which this article posits is that effective language planning comprise of a combination of these two approaches. As with equality measures, there needs to be a change in institutional practice in a way that outlaws discriminatory behaviour, but there also need to be mechanisms for encouraging minoritised groups to participate.

In Wales, the top down approach to language has already been provided by legislation and educational provision. Consideration should now be given to planning for greater accessibility of unmarked language choices within those domains. There has been a tendency to focus on equality in an organisation’s public face, and the draft Welsh Language Standards for the Welsh Ministers, County and Borough Councils and National Park Authorities perpetuate this by focussing on public interfaces rather than intra-institutional practices. Accordingly, bilingual signs, notices and documents are developed, but these only offer a linguistic choice in relatively confined contexts (navigation of spaces, annual reports, website homepage) where interaction with another person is not necessary. Users may make linguistic choices in these contexts, but situations that require interaction with another person are planned less effectively. In higher education, teaching materials may be a more valuable bilingual resource.

---

70 Welsh Language Standards (Welsh Ministers, County and County Borough Councils, and National Park Authorities) Regulations 2015.
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In service situations, the opportunity to discuss or raise queries in the minority language may be more important. By identifying what resources need to be provided bilingually, in the sense of facilitating unmarked language choices, language planning may be directed towards ensuring that these resources are available and accessible in the two languages, so that the end user then has the opportunity to make an unconstrained choice regarding which language to use. This will differ in different contexts, but common examples might include the opportunity to speak one’s preferred language at the first point of contact with an organisation and prioritising bilingual delivery in the situation that operates as the main objective of the organisation.

In higher education, this will comprise of developing teaching materials in the minority language, while in the courts setting it is likely to focus on facilitating the use of the minority language in the court process. In order to achieve this, footfall models\textsuperscript{71} equivalent to those used by spatial planners are proposed in order to test where having bilingual provision successfully increases usage. Alexander, Cryer and Wood’s research\textsuperscript{72} explains for example that when deciding when to locate new charity shops, research was undertaken into the location of supporters of the charity, as well as their age and social background demographics. As shoppers were more likely to be young people, and young people with families, the shops were able to focus on supplying products that such people would require –


23
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womenswear, menswear and specifically children’s wear and toys. Consideration also had to be given to the store’s supply chain – charity shops are supplied by donations. Donors require parking spaces near the shop in order to allow them to deliver donations. However, there was also a need to consider the demographics of the volunteers who run the stores. Demographically, these were people who are more reliant on public transport, and therefore when identifying where to locate charity shops, there was a need to ensure that a balance was achieved between locations with parking (edge of centre or out of town locations) and accessible locations (town centres within a short distance of public transport hubs). In language planning terms, this requires further consideration into delivering services users require, rather than those that may be easily provided. Consideration must be given to providing the types of services that users will be able to access easily in the minority language.

Research into increasing footfall in shopping centres\(^3\) for example has demonstrated that merely making consumers aware of the existence of the shops is not sufficient – customers must have a reason to make the shop their destination. This has its equivalence in language planning in terms of emphasising the value added that using one’s preferred language offers the individual, and also in terms of locating materials where service users are
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likely to access them. Accordingly, minority language services will not be used if the speaker has to request them or they are less accessible.

In this way it will be possible to increase bilingual provision in contexts where there is high demand, and where increasing provision effectively changes behaviour. For example, in the administration of justice in Wales, the emphasis is currently placed on the Welsh language as a written medium. A Welsh language trial is arranged where a court user completes the forms in Welsh. However, because of the structural differences between written and spoken Welsh, many people will not complete forms in Welsh even though they are fluent speakers of the language. This means that the courts will assume, sometimes incorrectly, that the trial will be conducted in English. In Canada it has been demonstrated that an active (verbal) offer of a bilingual service is more effective in terms of facilitating the use of the minority language because it demonstrates that the offer is sincere (i.e. made by a person who speaks the minority language) and not an offer made for reasons of legislative

imperative. For example, Robertson, Drury and Cable\textsuperscript{78} point to a dichotomy between the rhetoric of multiculturalism in English schools, and the wording of policies have the effect of privileging English and treating a child’s home language as a barrier to be overcome. In this context, educational provision in languages other than English is seen as insincere – a nod to multiculturalism, but without any genuine objective of ensuring that other languages have equal value with English. In the same way, poorly translated documents, reluctant bilingual greetings and out of date materials will not give the impression that bilingual provision is sincere, and will perpetuate the norm that English is the preferred language. Accordingly, developing language practices within organisations in such a way that makes it clear that using one’s preferred language is an option that is genuinely available is an important first step in terms of changing linguistic behaviour.

4.2 Weakness 2: Bridging the gap between formality and informality

The second matter to address is the need to bridge the gap between formal and informal domains. There may be a reluctance to use Welsh in formal contexts, as Madoc-Jones\textsuperscript{79} as identified, where service users express, for example, that the variety of Welsh they


use is non-standard, and not suitable to be used with establishment figures or people who are perceived to have a high level of education or social prestige. It becomes necessary to consider the informal contexts in which a person will engage with the service provider. In the administration of justice, facilitating the use of the minority language outside the courtroom may also facilitate the use of the language among court users. Accordingly, advice and support organisations such as the Witness Service, as well as organisations such as the Probation Service and CAFCASS may be instrumental in facilitating the use of a minority language outside a formal setting, and this may have a significant impact on language use within the courts.80

Legal advisers may also be instrumental in terms of advising court users of their language rights, and then informing the court of the party or witness’s linguistic choice. Solicitors for example indicate that they conduct interviews with clients in Welsh more frequently than they conduct court proceedings. Although the legislation refers to the right to speak Welsh in court proceedings, people will be more likely to do so if their legal adviser is able to facilitate this at the pre-court stage. This requires bilingual legal services to be accessible, and the development of legal services by non-traditional providers and legal service packages by insurance and other companies based outside Wales, as well as the curtailment of the high street firm represents a serious threat to the accessibility of legal services that facilitate access to bilingual legal services.

80 Ibid.
In an educational setting there are even more opportunities for informal language planning, although of course, in an educational setting, part of the aim is to develop fluency in the formal registers. Although formal assessment measures students’ ability to use a minority language to communicate their knowledge of their chosen subject, it does not necessarily bridge the gap between those who are willing to use a minority language informally, but who are not interested in pursuing their studies through the medium of a minority language. Lecturers often find that students are reluctant to produce assessed work in the minority language at post-compulsory level. This means that although they are instructed through the medium of the minority language, they do not produce material in that language, and their fluency in formal registers is not developed. By introducing informal linguistic spaces for developing subject fluency, it may be possible to narrow, and even to eliminate the gap between a student’s social fluency and a graduate’s professional fluency.

In law, for example, activities such as negotiating and mooting may be ways of developing subject fluency in a way where students do not feel that they have to make strategic linguistic choices as to what language will maximize their final grade. This is a difficult path to negotiate, as activities that do not contribute to a student’s final grade may be perceived as being less important than formally assessed tasks. Accordingly there is a need to provide incentives to participation, without there being a sanction for failure. Encouraging participation in practice-based initiatives, such as law clinics and pro bono work may be crucial here. There is also scope to develop bilingual teaching within the vocational stage of legal training, where there may be increased scope for using both languages in exercises

---

81 Williams, G. *supra* note xli.
involving negotiating, drafting, advising, interviewing and advocacy. By changing language behaviours at an informal level, it then becomes possible to encourage minority use in more formal settings.

Again, the partial scope of the legislation to effect change may be seen. Legislation is able to introduce broad new linguistic domains, but it does not address the specificities of those domains which are again situation and context-dependent. This does not preclude individual organisations from doing so. By facilitating unmarked language choices within a linguistic domain, the domain can become more effectively and substantially bilingual.

4.3 Weakness 3: Identifying low usage domains

Another weakness in current language policy derives from the failure to evaluate in a critical way whether existing provision has succeeded in altering linguistic behaviour. Even though the duty to prepare Welsh Language Schemes forced public bodies to consider what could be provided bilingually, that which was overlooked was the need to consider the effectiveness of the provision. Regard must be had to the distinction between production and consumption, particularly in a language. When measuring language fluency, the ability to read and understand a language are regarded as receptive skills\(^2\) whereas the ability to speak and write in a language are regarded as more active. However, reading and understanding a language can be important inputs into production – if we read and hear the words that we

---

need to use, linguistic fluency develops. However, the reliance on interpreters and translators as the producers of Welsh, while other participants merely consume information through the medium of Welsh does not bilingualise the organisation. This is because those within the organisation merely consume the bilingual material, and because the information produced does not generate the vocabulary that service users require. The bilingual material that is available to read vocabulary is likely to pertain to matters such as the performance of the organisation and not the elements of liability, evidence and judgment that are required in order to give evidence in Welsh.

Again, this is something that must be addressed outside of the legislation. Only an individual organisation – or in many cases a sub-section of an organisation is able to determine what its bilingual resources are at any given time, and to deploy those resources in such a way as to alter behaviour. There is a need to focus on developing vocabulary that participants within the legal process are able to use. Standard forms of sentences and judgments may be significant contributors to changing behaviour within the legal setting as magistrates, judges and legal representatives will then feel more confident to use these in court. Within higher education, developing teaching materials is a significant contributor to facilitating use and changing linguistic behaviour – both the educator and the student will be involved in producing materials rather than merely consuming.

The author’s own experience of teaching law in the higher education sector has demonstrated that students’ confidence in their ability to produce work through the medium of Welsh has increased as they have used the language more frequently in speaking and writing tasks. Projects such as the Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol’s Welsh medium mooting
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competition and its undergraduate scholarship scheme have encouraged students to use Welsh in an educational setting, many have identified that their confidence to do so in subsequent pieces of work has thereafter increased.

Identifying such patterns of behaviour has been essential in relation to anti-discrimination legislation for a long time as the solution proposed here is equivalent to identifying indirect discrimination in that identifying policies that do not change effectively change behaviour requires an understanding of why minority language speakers are less able to participate. Just as a Secretary of State’s decision to recover planning appeals relating to caravan pitches within the green belt area is indirectly discriminatory against indirectly discriminatory against travellers, who would be more likely to occupy caravans thus located a linguistic policy that makes one language more accessible than another has the effect of making the minority group less able to participate than a majority group.

4.4 Weakness 4: Using resources effectively

---


85 Moore v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government [2015] EWHC 44 (Admin)
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In many organisations, various minority language resources are likely to exist, most specifically its bilingual staff-members. However, institutions often fail to arrange their workforces in ways that ensure that those that are able to work bilingually have the scope to do so. Again, this is a matter of identifying existing resources and maximising their potential. Accordingly, an important step in terms of changing longstanding linguistic behaviours is to consider how to ensure that bilingual staff-members are in positions where bilingual provision is needed, while functions that do not require a multilingual interface are fulfilled by monolingual staff members. There is no intention to suggest that this will necessarily be an easy process – there may be issues of employee satisfaction, changing responsibilities and allocating tasks that may require careful thought. However, the institution itself may be best placed to identify what could be achieved, as each situation may be different.

In the legal setting for example, it is important to ensure that the first point of contact for the court user is bilingual. It is then possible to ensure that all subsequent contact will occur in the user’s preferred language – material can be directed towards other Welsh-speaking staff within the institution and arrangements may be made for further Welsh-medium provision such as (within a court setting) organising that a trial takes place through the medium of Welsh, and (within the higher education setting) that a person is allocated to a Welsh-speaking tutor or mentor. Also by facilitating an unmarked use of the minority language in a verbal setting, the alienation effects of linguistic formalisation are minimized.

Similarly, educational establishments may operate in ways that result in the more effective use of resources. Non-speakers of the minority language may be deployed in preparing monolingual materials, thus freeing minority language speakers to prepare
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bilingual resources. Furthermore, translation resources may be used in ways that lead to the production in the minority language. Translating annual reports for example may not lead to increased production, but translating teaching materials and providing official forms of wording for charging and sentencing may have a significant impact on usage.

It may be difficult to ensure that all the resources available in the dominant language are also produced in the minority language. Yet, it is possible to produce resources that may be used across subjects and disciplines.

Only an organisation is able to identify what its resources are and how they may be deployed efficiently. Accordingly, although legislation may be extremely effective in requiring equality of treatment to be effected, and to impose sanctions for non-compliance, again maximising bilingualism from the existing resources is something that, necessarily, is only possible at a micro-level.

5. Breaking the paradigm – implications for other equalities

The weaknesses in the paradigm here may also be important in terms of achieving greater equality in other areas. As with linguistic equality, it is necessary to adopt a combination of top down and bottom up approaches. Therefore, it is necessary for organisations to focus more specifically on identifying every day working practices that have a discriminatory effect and eradicating them, as well as adopting equal opportunities policies in terms of recruitment and monitoring of employees. Furthermore there is a need to ensure that there are mechanisms in place to address why people do not participate. Much research
has been conducted into this issue, but very little appears to translate into considerations of how to change working practices. There is also a need to ensure that where gains have been made in terms of changing behaviour that this is then developed – the Welsh and Scottish legislatures have identified for example that the increased parity between male and female AMs and MSPs in the early years of devolution has not continued – although in the early years, there was not a sense that women were taking men’s seats, there has been a far greater willingness for men to take women’s seats in later elections to the National Assembly for Wales and the Scottish Parliament.\footnote{J. McMillan and R. Fox \textit{Supra} note xlii.} It is felt therefore that sufficient steps have not been taken to ensure that Welsh and Scottish politicians remain in politics, and that those who succeeded in those roles were not championed sufficiently as role models.

6. Conclusion

This article has demonstrated that although legislation is extremely important in terms of compelling organisations to introduce new linguistic domains, and by imposing sanctions in respect of continued inequality, that which legislation is unlikely to be able to do is to identify and address the individual and structural assumptions that underpin that inequality. As with other forms of discrimination, linguistic equality requires that those who experience the inequality engage with the process of challenging and changing those assumptions, and
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that furthermore, that this is type of engagement is both encouraged and facilitated. As Sheppard\textsuperscript{87} explains of race and sex inequality:

\begin{quote}
As we expand the paradigms that shape our thinking about inequality at work, it remains important to understand how manifestations of socio-economic inequalities reveal group-based disparities – in terms of sex, race, national or ethnic origin, disability, social origin, political belief, religion and sexual orientation – and how those disparities are revealed in both the formal and informal sectors of the economy.
\end{quote}

The same is true of language legislation. That is why breaking the cycle of linguistic non-use identified in Part I relies not on legislation, but on language planning within the legislative framework. Permissive legislation only enables if behavioural habits are addressed at the level of individual interaction, and this is not achievable through legislation alone.